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If AZ is a subspace of a tensor product of vector spaces, A 0 B, we define 
r(M) = inf rank X(X E M - (0)). (S everal characterizations of the rank 
of a tensor are recalled in Section 1.) The main point of this note is to introduce 
this function Y, and establish its basic properties under change of base field. 
\Ve were originally led to the subject by a problem in the construction of 
some rather esoteric noncommutative rings ([1], Section 7), but in Secti’on 3 
we shall indicate a relation with the study of finite-dimensional algebras over 
a field. Perhaps this function will be found useful in still other areas. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Let K be a field, and A and B, K-vector spaces. For any x E iz @ B, we 
define rank x to be the least n such that x can be written as a sum of n tensor 
products: c” ai @ bi . 
I f  c” a, @ b, is a representation of x by a minimal number of products, the 
families {ui> C A and (bi} C B must each be linearly independent. I f  we call 
the subspaces of A and B which they span A(“) and B(“), and use a basis for A 
containing {a,}, and a basis for B containing {hi} to express elements, it is 
easy to verify that Acz) and B(“) are the unique minimal subspaces of A and B 
such that x E /I(“) @ B(“l L A @ B; in particular, A(“) is the unique minimal 
subspace such that s E A(%) @J B, and B w is characterized similarly. Hence .X 
determines these spaces, and rank x may also be defined as the common 
dimension of Acd) and BtZ). Further, if En’ a: @ 6: is any expression for x 
with {a:} and {b;) each linearly independent, the subspaces spanned by ,these 
sets will have, by the same reasoning, the properties by which we just uniquely 
characterized Atz) and B(“), so (ui} and {b:} are bases for these subspaces, and 
n’ -= 11. 
Ever! linear functional /3 E B* =der Hom(B, K) induces a map 
,!3, : A 13 B + A, and A(“) can also be characterized as the space of images 
{/3(.~) / p E B*]; or to put it another way, the tensor x’ induces a linear map 
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xA * * B* -+ A, and A(“) is its range; while B(") can be described as the 
annihilator, in B, of its kernel. 
Finally, if we choose arbitrary bases for A and B, and represent x by a 
matrix (possibly infinite, but having only finitely many nonzero entries), 
then rank x is the (finite!) rank of this matrix: for A@) is the subspace of A 
spanned by the columns, and B (CC) the subspace spanned by the rows. 
It is easy to show that rank (x) is the “only” invariant of an element x of a 
tensor-product of vector-spaces, in the sense that if rank(x) = rank(x’), 
there exist an automorphism U of A and an automorphism V of B such that 
the automorphism U @ V of A @B sends x to x’. 
Given a subspace MC A 0 B, define r(M) = inf rank x(x E M - (0)). 
This will be an integer between 1 and inf(dim A, dim B); or 00 if M = (0). 
At times we will find it convenient to use a slightly more general definition: 
if f is a map of a vector space M into A @ B, we set r( f ) = inf rank f  (x) 
(x E iI4 - (0)). Th is will equal r( f (M)) if f is I-1, zero otherwise. 
Note that if MC M’ _C A @B, r(M) > r(M’). 
If L is a field extension of K, and A any K-vector-space, we shall write A, 
for the L-vector-space A @&L, and identify A with its image in A, . For M 
a subspace of a product A @ B, we shall also identify ML with its isomorphic 
image in AL @ BL . 
Given x E A @B, we easily see that (A,)(“) = (A(“)), C A, ; hence the 
rank of x is the same in A, @ B, as in A @ B, and we can write rank x 
unambiguously. 
2. LAND BASE CHANGE- FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS 
2.1. The function r(M) unlike rank x, is sensitive to change of base field. 
For example, let A and B be vector spaces over a field K, with bases 
fx1 ,**a, 4, {Yl ,..., y,}, (n > 2), let c be some nonzero element of K, and let 
M be the subspace of A @ B spanned by the two elements u = CT xi @ yi , 
and v = C;-’ xi @ yi+r + cxn @ y1 . 
The general element of M, 01u + ,8v has the matrix shown below. The 
determinant of this matrix is CY~ - (-+)” c. Hence if we take for c an element 
of K that is not an nth power, all nonzero elements of M will have rank 71, 
and r(M) = n; but this will drop to n - 1 on extension of scalars to 
K(clln)-it will be < n because the determinant can go to zero, but 2 rz - 1 
by consideration of the upper-left-hand (n - 1) x (n - 1) minor. 
a: (8 .a- 0 0 
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2.2. It is clear that the function Y is non-increasing under base extens’ion, 
that is: 
PROPOSITION 1. If L is any extension field of K, r(MJ < r(M). 
M’e can also prove certain lower bounds on r(ML): 
PROPOSITION 2. If L is finite over K, r(MJ 3 T(M)/[L : K]. 
PROPOSITION 3. If M is finite-dimensional, Y(MJ 3 r(M)/dim M, for 
any L. 
Proof. Let x be a nonzero element of ML . Regarding x as a member of 
(A @ B) @L, we can define smallest K-subspaces (A @ B)(“) L M C A @J B 
and LIZ) CL needed to construct x as a sum of tensor products, and we can in 
turn define AtZ) as the smallest K-subspace of A needed (along with 13) to 
construct all elements of (A @ B)‘“). It is easy to see that A(“) will then be 
the smallest K-subspace of A needed (along with B and L) to construct x. 
Now let us write x in A, @ B, as Crank(z) ai @ bi (ui E A, , bi E B,,). 
I f  [L : K] is finite, let e, ,..., etLzK1 be a basis of L over K, and let us write 
ai = C aijej (Q E A; i < rank(x),j < [L : K]). It is easy to see that a: can 
be constructed in A @ B @L using the elements aij from A. Hence any 
element y  E (A @B)(“) C M can be constructed using the aij and thus has 
rank < [L : K] rank X. Taking x of minimal rank in ML - {0}, and any 
Y E (A 0 B) (%) - {0}, we see 
r(M) < ranky < [L : K] rank x = [L : K] r(MJ, 
establishing Proposition 2. 
To obtain Proposition 3, first note that 
dimKL@) = dim(A @ B)(“) < dim M. 
(The first equality is just a case of the observation “dim A(@ = dim B(z)” 
of Section 1.) We shall show that a representation 
may be chosen such that each ui E A @L(“). We can thus again write 
ai = C u&zj , where {ej} is now a K-basis of L(z), and so has cardinality 
< dim M, and conclude (as above) that r(M) < r(ML) dim M. 
To get a representation x = C ul @ b: with the property desired, let 
U be a K-basis for B; it will also be an L-basis for BL . I f  Crank(r) ai @J bi is 
an arbitrary minimal representation of X, we can easily construct an L,-basis 
b; 9.a.~ b;a,,,, for the subspace of BL spanned by b, ,..., brankcz) , such that 
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each bl involves some ui E U with coefhcient 1, while U, has coefficient 0 in all 
other hj (j -# i). Using this basis, let us write s -~ 2 ui 0 6i(ui E -4,). Then 
the cofactor in x of a basis element U, of R is UI ; hence, since 
w E z4 (rj B @) Lcz), 
~2; lies in A @L@). QED. 
Note that for any nonzero subspace A’ C d & B and any integer rz: 
(i) I%’ 1’ A, @J B for some d, of dimension +z. 
(ii) All elements of N have rank ~.,n. 
(iii) Some nonzero clement of N has rank s:n. 
Propositions 2 and 3 are equivalent to statements that for any x E AL @ B, , 
the subspace N = (A @I B)(“) of A @ B satisfies a condition of type (iii), for 
appropriate n. But we have actually proved the corresponding conditions of 
type (i), by bounding the dimension of A c2). Hence let us record this stronger 
result as 
COROLLARY OF PROOF. For 
XEA~@B~, dim,A(“) < (dim,L(“))(dimL Ap’). 
2.3. Proposition 2 is of use only for finite-dimensional extensions L. To 
get bounds that will hold for wider classes of field extensions, we can make 
use of the method of places. 
Let K be a field and R a valuation subring of K, that is, a subring such that 
for every cy, p E K - {0}, either a or 01-r lies in R. Letm be the valuation 
ideal of R (the set {CT E R 1 a-l $ R}), and K the residue field R/m. K is said 
to be a place of K. 
Let A bc a K-vector-space, and A, an R-submodule. For any subspace 
A’ CA, let us write A; = A’ r-7 A, , while by izi we will designate the 
K-vector-space Ai/rnAi (equivalently,ilX/(A’ CT mil,)) which we can think 
of as a subspace of Ag = A,/mA, . 
WC shall call A, an R-structure on the K-space il if it has the following 
properties, easily shown equivalent: (i) A, spans A over K; and for every 
finite-dimensional A’ CA, the R-module AX is free. (ii) I f  A’ is a finite- 
dimensional subspace of A, B a K-basis of AX, and B a lifting of B to Ai, 
then B is an R-basis of A;P . 
In particular, if A, is a free R-module, and A the K-vector-space on the 
same basis, it is not hard to show that (ii) is satisfied, and so Ai defines an 
R-structure on A. 
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If iilK is an R-structure on a K-space A, and A’ a subspace, it is easy to 
see that Ai is an R-structure on A’. Further, if A’ is finite-dimensional, we 
set from (ii) that dimR A; = dimK A’. 
One can also easily show that the tensor product A @ B of two K-spaces 
with R-structure inherits an R-structure, and (A 0 B)g may be identified 
with -12, 6; B, . 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A and B he two h--spaces with R-structure, and ikl 
a s&space of,4 @ B: Then r(M,) < Y(M). 
Boo& Given nonzero x E M, let U be the K-space it spans. Lr is a nonzero 
K-subspace of M, and lies in A(“) @) B(“). Hence zi, is a nonzero K-subspace 
of /UK lying in (A!(~))R @ (B(z))n. S o a nonzero x’ E LTK will satisfy rank 
x’ : dim(d(“)),- := dim A(“’ = rank x. Hence Y(M~) < Y(M). QED. 
VVe say a field L is a place of L over a field K if L is a K-algebra, and L 
a place of L via a valuation subring R containing K. Then E also acquires 
a structure of K-algebra. 
In this situation, if A is any K-space, and AL designates A aKL as before, 
then the R-submodule A 6~~ R C A, yields an R-structure such that In 
may bc naturally identified with A, = A gKL. Now let M be a subspace 
of a tensor product A @ B over K. Applying Proposition 4, we get: 
PROPOSITION 5. I f  L 2s a place of L over K, r(ME) .< ~(1~~). 
(Xote that the statement of this result involves only specialization of fields, 
not of vector spaces: ME means M NKi.) 
Since any finitely generated extension field L of K has a finite algebraic 
place L, ([4], Cor. 2 p. 13) Propositions 2 and 5 taken together allow us to find 
lower bounds for r(MJr(M) for any such L. 
For certain field extensions, the lower bound on r(A/JL) given by 
Proposition 5 equals the upper bound of Proposition 1: 
COROLLARY. If L z’s an extension of K which leas a K-valued place-for 
instance, any pure trancendental extension-then r(ML) = r(M). 
However, we shall see from an example in Section 3.3 that an extension L 
in which K is (merely) algebraically closed may not have this property. 
2.4. If  A and B are finite-dimensional, the concepts presented above can 
be given an algebraic-geometric formulation. We form the projective scheme 
PK(M) associated with the K-vector-space M. Then for any n, the “vectors of 
rank 2.: n” will form a closed subscheme -‘i, , defined by equations saying 
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that all (n + I) x (n + 1) minors of a certain determinant are zero (cf. matrix 
example in 2.1). We thus get a chain: 
P,(M) = Xd z x,_, 2 *-* 2 x; , (d = inf(dim A, dim B)) 
The number r(MJ is the least n such that & has L-valued points. 
Proposition 3 puts a lower bound on the least n such that X, is nonempty. 
Turning it around, it says that if -X-T‘ + z, then zY,L.dimM has K-rational 
points. 
Proposition 5 says that if X, has L-valued points, it has L-valued points, 
which is simply an application of the valuative criterion for a proper scheme. 
2.5. The above results on r(M) (MC A @B) clearly apply equally to 
r(f)(f:M+A@B). 
3. EXAMPLES ARISING BY DUALITY 
3.1. Let f  : A x B + C be a bilinear map of vector-spaces over a field K. 
Then it induces a dual map f* : C* - (d4 @ B)*; that is, for each linear 
functional x on C, we get a bilinear function y  on A x B. I f  A or B is finite- 
dimensional we can identify (A @ B)* with iz* @B* and can speak of the 
rank of an element y  of this space. One easily shows that is equal to the 
dimension of the space of linear functionals on A induced by y, equivalently, 
the codimension in A of the subspace, KerA y  = {a / ‘v’b, y(u, b) = O}. I f  
we take y  =f*(~) (X E C*), then Ker, y  is the largest subspace A’ of A such 
that f(A’ x B) C Ker x in C. As x ranges over C*, Ker x ranges over all 
maximal proper subspaces of C. Hence r(f*) = inf, rankf*(x) is the 
minimum of codimensions of subspaces A’ C A such that f(A’ @ B) is a 
proper subspace of C. 
3.2. For example, let us evaluate r( f  *) for the exterior multiplication map 
f: A”A x AbA-+A a+b A, where A is an n-dimensional vector-space over 
a field K. If  n < a + b, the range space is zero, and we find r( f *) = CO. 
In the contrary case, let E be a basis for A, and e, ,..., ea+b be a + b distinct 
members of E. Then it is easy to see that the subspace of A” A consisting of 
elements not involving any of the (‘ib) basis elements eil A ... A ei” 
(1 <i,<...<i,< a + b) is taken, by exterior multiplication with Ab A, 
into the proper subspace of A a+b A consisting of elements not involving 
e, A **. A ea+b ; so r(f*) ,< (azb). Conversely, if U’ is a subspace of Aa A 
taken by exterior multiplication into a proper subspace I’5 Aa+b A, there 
must be a basis element e, A ... A ea.+b $ V(e, E E). The space U must be 
disjoint from the subspace of Aa A spanned by the basis elements 
e. A **. A ei , for it is easy to show that any nonzero member of this space 21 
can be multiilied by a basis element of Ab A so as to get a nonzero multiple of 
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e, h --* ri ea+binA a+b A. Hence U has codimension >(“‘,“), and we conclude 
that r(f*) = (sib) (independent of n!) 
3.3. If we take for f the multiplication map of a finite-dimensional 
associative K-algebra A with unit, we see that r(f*) is the minimum of the 
K-codimensions of proper right ideals of A, hence the minimum of the 
dimensions of nonzero right A-modules. In particular, r( f *) is equal to 
dim A if only if A is a division algebra over K. This situation yields a rich 
class of examples of change of Y( f *) under base extension: 
Suppose L is a field extension of K, with d = [L : K] < co. Then forf the 
multiplication map of L, y(f *) = d. But when we tensor with the base 
extension L/K, L ceases to be a field. In fact, Y( ff) drops to 1, for it is easy to 
construct an L,-module of L-dimension 1. This example achieves the lower 
bounds of both Propositions 2 and 3. 
One can show that for the above class of examples, where f is the multi- 
plication map of a finite extension field L, r(f*) is not changed by tensoring 
with an extension L’containing no elements algebraic over K. (For suc‘h an 
extension is “linearly disjoint” from L. See [2], Th. 21, p. 147 and Cor. 1, 
p. 203). But we can get examples in which Y is affected by such base extensions 
from the multiplication maps of noncommutative division algebras. For 
instance, if A is the quaternion algebra over the field R of real numbers, and 
we tensor with the field gotten by adjoining to R elements s, t, u satisfying 
1 + s2 + t2 + u2 = 0, A, will have zero-divisors: 
(1 + si + tj + uk)(l - si - tj - uk) = 0. 
Here, r(f*) = 4, r(fz) = 2. 
3.4. The structure of the dual of a finite-dimensional algebra is generalized 
by the concept of a coalgebra A, which, whether finite- or infinite-dimensional, 
has by definition a “comultiplication” map f : A ---f A @ A, satisfying an 
“associativity” identity. (See [3] Sections l-3, ignoring the assumption of 
grading.) If x is an element of a coalgebra A over a field K, rank( f (x)) is the 
K-dimension of the right or left ideal of A generated by X. (By “ideal” we 
mean A-sub-comodule of A. The “ideal generated by an element” is not 
well-defined for arbitrary coalgebras over arbitrary rings, but it is for 
coalgebras over fields.) Thus r(f) is the least K-dimension of a nonzero 
right coideal; equivalently: of a nonzero right comodulc over A. 
4. GENERALIZATIONS 
4.1. In considering r( f*), for f a b-1’ I mear map of vector spaces, we can 
get around the restriction of finite-dimensionality: although A* @ B* is 
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not in general isomorphic to (A 0 B)*, it has a natural embedding therein. 
We can define the “rank” of an element of (A @ B)* by using our former 
definition if it lies in the subspace z-I” Cf; Iz*, and calling it “cc” otherwise. 
This definition may be justified bv considering (-4 0 B)* as the inverse 
_ limit of spaces (A’ @ I?‘)*, as A’ and B’ run over a directed system of spaces 
having direct limits A, B. The elements of rank a are those whose images 
in the spaces (A’ @B’)* have unbounded ranks. This generalization of 
rank also agrees with the definition “codimension of Ker,y”. (However, the 
codimensions of Ker,y and Ker,y can be distinct infinite cardinals. Hence we 
shall not refine our “CO” by specifying a cardinality.) Qne can deduce that if 
f  is the multiplication map of a K-algebra -4, r(f*) : inf rankf*(x) 
(x E i3* - {0}) can again be interpreted as the minimum codimension of 
proper right ideals. 
However in working with this generalized P, difficult& arise because for 
infinite-dimensional vector-spaces, the operation I‘*” does not commute with 
infinite-dimensional base extensions, nor with specializations. For instance, 
let f  be fthe multiplication map of an infinite-dimensional extension-field 
L of k’. L has no nontrivial modules of finite k’-dimension, so r(f*) ~7 CD, 
(whence, in particular, f’(L* - (0)) must be disjoint from I,* @L* in 
(L @; L)*). But when we tensor with L, the II-algebra I,, has, as before, a 
l-dimensional module, so r(f;) 7 1. Th’ IS s ows that Proposition 5 and its h 
corollary cannot be valid for our generalized r(f*). 
4.2. There is another way of getting around the finite-dimensionalit! 
assumption which is less radical, and which does not lead to such anomalies, 
but which can be used only under certain circumstances: if our system 
(f; A, B; C) is the inaerse limit of a family of systems (f’; A’, B’; C’) bvhere 
A’ and/or B’ is always finite-dimensional, then one can form the direct 
limit of the dual maps, and get a map./* : C* + A* @) B*, where C” means 
here, not all linear functionals on C, but all those which are induced by 
functionals on one of the image spaces C’ (and A*, B* similarly). One finds, 
for instance, that if a K-algebra A is the inverse limit of a system of K-algebras 
A’, and f  its multiplication map, then r(f”) is the minimum of the 
codimensions of the right ideals of A which arc “closed” in the inverse limit 
topology. 
This is a generalization of the observation used in [3] Section 3, that one 
can obtain a coalgebra by dualizing a graded algebra which, though not 
finite-dimensional as a whole, is finite-dimensional in each degree. 
4.3. One possible direction of generalization of the functions “rank” and 
“Y” is to multiple tensor products, .-I :- C :T’ (5 etc. But though various 
analogs of these can be formulated, none of them seems as natural as our 
concepts for 2-fold products. 
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4.4. The number Y(M) is only a small piece of information about the 
behavior as tensors of the elements of a space M C A @ B. One can study the 
“distribution” of elements of different ranks-that is, the geometry of the 
subvarieties XVL defined at the end of Section 3-and one can ask questions 
not confined to the behavior of individual elements, such as how large an 
intersection with 112 subspaces A’ @ B’ C A @J B can have, for A’, LY of 
given dimensions. Cf. [.5, $11, where a bigraded homology sequence is 
associated to every such suhspace. 
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